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31.1 INTRODUCTION
Historical advancement of human society has always been closely related to the level 
of sophistication of the available materials and manufacturing processes. A fundamen-
tal difference between synthetic materials and naturally formed biological materials is 
that functionality in biology can be created by arranging universal nanoscale building 
blocks (NSBBs) in different patterns, rather than by inventing new types of NSBBs, 
as in many synthetic materials [1,2]. Nature assembles hierarchical composite super-
structures such as bones, teeth, cytoskeletons, wood, or silk fibers capable of function 
specific combination of properties, from NSBBs consisting of very limited number 
of constituents and performing specific functions at hierarchically arranged structural 
levels. Nature’s growth process is based on synthesis of desired NSBBs followed by 
their self-assembly (SA) into superstructures with locally variable design constantly 
responding to external stimuli (T, pH, electric field, mechanical forces, etc.) [3–6]. 
The formation of hierarchical arrangements provides the structural basis to enable the 
existence of universality and diversity within a single superstructure [1,2].

Current top-down artificial composite design paradigm does not provide means 
to achieve hierarchical functional composite structures that can adapt independently 
while befitting a range of functions. Novel bottom-up material platform needs to 
be developed capable of adding end-use specific functions to their ever enhancing 
physicochemical properties and environmental friendliness. Fabricating functional 
composite superstructures, emulating the structural and functional hierarchy of 
load-bearing biocomposites, requires exquisite control over the development of the 
structural hierarchy. This can be achieved efficiently by employing combination of 
SA of NSBBs, with precise supramolecular architecture, into micron scale subunits 
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with commanded assembly of these subunits into 3D macroscopic hierarchical struc-
tures [7–9]. It has to extend beyond biomimetics and bioinspired systems exploiting 
fundamental mechanisms of SA and hierarchies, and integrate de novo synthetized 
NSBBs. Answering the challenge of utilizing universal NSBBs to create diverse 
multifunctional hierarchical macroscopic superstructures that span to the nanoscale 
could enable the emergence of novel technological paradigm. The future artificial 
composite superstructures should be able to emulate the structural and functional 
hierarchy of load-bearing biocomposites while maintaining substantially shorter pro-
duction period compared to growth.

To identify novel light weight, environmentally friendly engineering mate-
rial platforms, a greater understanding must be achieved of the fundamental links 
between NSBB syntheses, hierarchical structure assembly, properties and functions 
at multiple length and time scales. In analogy to genomics investigating genome, 
materiomics [1] is an emerging interdisciplinary field investigating material in the 
complexity of its structure–property–function relationships (materiome). This inter-
disciplinary approach is based on an integration of concepts and techniques from 
engineering, material science, structural biology, chemistry, and physics in the con-
text of developing novel material platforms with potential implications for nanotech-
nology and nanoscience.

Quantification of the structure–property relationships and understanding the multi-
scale bottom-up assembly processes is pivotal for both furthering our knowledge base 
and for the development of novel, efficient technologies to manufacture intelligent 
hierarchical polymer composites for use in engineering structures, tissue engineering, 
sensing, and photovoltaics. This requires design and execution of critical experiments 
providing unbiased reliable structure and property data, almost not present in the cur-
rent literature, to reconsider classical theoretical framework of polymer physics failing 
to describe nanoscale phenomena. A comprehensive theoretical framework in which 
one can understand nanoparticle SA in the presence of polymer chains and the result-
ing effects on material properties is desired. We believe that the integration of length 
scales, as well as the mixing of physical, biological, and chemical concepts into tailor-
ing properties of the hierarchical polymer superstructures in the process of their prepa-
ration could greatly advance the way we will design future smart materials. We also 
see a great challenge for science to discover natural laws governing structure–property 
relationships in superstructures hierarchically assembled from nanostructured building 
blocks over multiple length and time scales and employing this knowledge in design 
of smart materials for structural and biomedical applications. As a result, the field will 
likely be a fertile ground for investigation for many years to come.

31.2  MATERIOMICS: INVESTIGATING HIERARCHICAL 
MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

In analogy to genomics investigating genome, materiomics is a new emerg-
ing interdisciplinary field investigating a given material in the complexity of its 
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structure–property–function relationships (materiome) [2–4]. At this time, mate-
riomics research is mainly conducting the analytical investigation of protein and  
polysaccharide-based natural biomateriomes such as bones, cytoskeletons, and 
wood. Understanding the biomateriome could provide a blueprint for bioinspired, 
high-performance functional synthetic materials [1].

Combining underlaying design principles of hierarchical biocomposite structures 
with the rich chemistry accessible in synthetic systems may enable fabrication of com-
posites with unprecedent properties and functionalities. This bioinspired approach 
requires quantification of design principles occurring in nature and their creative 
application to the stronger synthetic building blocks and external conditions of engi-
neering applications [10]. Answering the challenge to create diverse multifunctional 
hierarchical composite superstructures that span to the nanoscale requires the emer-
gence of novel technological paradigm. Bioinspired hierarchical ceramic composites 
were prepared with greatly enhanced toughness compared to their constituents using 
SA, brick and mortar, patterning, spinodal decomposition, and 3D printing strategies 
[11–18]. Nanocomposites composed of block copolymers (BCPs) and nanoparticles 
(NPs) have attracted much attention because BCPs organize into diverse multiphase 
structures [19] at various length scales with nanoscale periodicity and because of the 
recognition that the properties of even ordinary polymers can strongly benefit from 
the addition of suitable NPs. Attempts to prepare supramolecular NSBBs were made 
using well-defined inorganic NPs (SiO2, laponite, graphene, CNT (carbon nanotube), 
etc.) and/or supramolecules (POSS (polyhedral silsesquioxane), C60, fullerene like 
NPs, etc.) grafted/substituted with various structure and functionality organic chains 
[20,21]. The synthetized amphiphiles and polyphiles provide a range of potential 
interactions and shapes resulting in self-assembling of nanospheres, nanocones, 
nanowires, micelles, vesicles, dendrites, spirals, etc. The main restriction of the bot-
tom-up composite assembly relying solely on the SA is the low efficiency of this pro-
cess and the submicron length scale associated with it. Hence, new paradigm based 
on external stimuli commanded assembly may be a plausible strategy to develop 
further the bottom-up composite fabrication nanotechnology.

It has been proposed that advanced structural composites will benefit from new 
features, which can be designed modifying structure on the nanoscale inspired by 
biological composite structures such as bones featuring hierarchical arrangement 
structural components based on mineralized collagen fibril as the NSBB. The analy-
sis of mechanical properties of protein materials is an emerging field that utilizes 
mechanistic insight, based on structure–process–property relations in its biological 
context, to probe deformation and failure phenomena at the molecular and micro-
scopic levels.

Proteins constitute critical building blocks of a diverse group of biological mate-
rials, ranging from spider silk to bone, tendon to the skin, all which play an important 
role in providing key functions to biological systems [22–25]. These materials are 
distinct from the conventional references to structure and material, as it connotes the 
merger of these two concepts through hierarchical formation of structural elements 
that range from the nanoscale to macroscale [26,27]. This merger of structure and 
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material is critical for biological protein materials to reach superior properties, in 
particular for their ability to combine disparate properties such as toughness and 
stiffness [28] or their intrinsic ability to adapt, change, and remodel.

The use of multiscale modeling and simulation methods has become a widely 
used strategy in furthering our understanding of biological protein materials. 
Specifically, the integration of multiscale experimental and simulation tools has 
led to advances in appreciating the complex change of material properties across 
scales and hierarchy levels [29]. In such models, the elasticity of the polypeptide 
chain is captured by simple harmonic or anharmonic (nonlinear) bond and angle 
terms, whose parameterization is informed from lower level higher fidelity models 
in the multiscale scheme. Such methods are computationally quite efficient and 
capture for example shape-dependent mechanical phenomena in large biomolecu-
lar structures, and can also be applied to collagen fibrils in connective tissue as well 
as mineralized composites such as bone. Results from such coarse-grained models 
can be used in larger level models, for example in finite element simulations as 
demonstrated for collagenous tissues. The evolution of protein materials through 
genetic selection and structural alterations has resulted in a specific set of protein 
building blocks that define their structure. A fundamental difference between engi-
neered materials and naturally formed biological materials is that functionality 
in biology can be created by arranging universal building blocks in different pat-
terns, rather than by inventing new types of building blocks, as in many engineered 
materials. The formation of hierarchical arrangements provides the structural basis 
to enable the existence of universality and diversity within a single material. This 
combination of dissimilar concepts may explain how protein materials are capable 
of combining disparate material properties, such as high strength and high robust-
ness, together with multifunctionality.

The approach of utilizing universal building blocks to create diverse multifunc-
tional hierarchical structures has been successfully applied in current macroscale 
engineering paradigms. For example, in the design of structures such as buildings or 
bridges, universal constituents (bricks, cement, steel trusses, glass) are combined to 
create multifunctionality (structural support, living space, thermal properties, light 
harvesting) at larger length scales. The challenge of utilizing similar concepts that 
span to the nanoscale, as exemplified in biological protein materials, through the 
integration of structure and material, could enable the emergence of novel technolog-
ical concepts. A key obstacle in the development of new materials lies in our inability 
to directly control the structure formation at multiple hierarchical levels.

Up until now, the hierarchical arrangements of multi length scale structural geom-
etries have not yet been widely utilized for most engineering applications. Many bio-
logical materials may have developed under evolutionary pressure to yield materials 
with multiple objectives, such as high strength and high robustness, a trait that can 
be achieved by utilization of hierarchical structures. The use of these concepts may 
enable the development of self-assembled de novo bioinspired nanomaterials based 
on analogs to peptide and protein NSBBs. Most of the recent state-of-the-art bottom-
up formed nanostructured composites aimed at use in nonstructural applications such 
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as photovoltaics, optical, electrical and magnetic devices, sensing, catalysis, separa-
tion processes, and drug delivery.

In spite of their widespread commercial success, current structural fiber- 
reinforced composites (FRCs) exhibit number of shortcomings [29–31]. Attempts 
have been made to circumvent these shortcomings by employing 3D fiber archi-
tecture [32] and by making their structure hierarchical to some extent by adding 
nanosized fillers to the micrometer-sized reinforcing fibers [33–37]. There were 
attempts to develop composites with controlled 3D spatial distribution and orienta-
tion of reinforcements to answer the desired external loading requirements as well 
as actuation and other functions [38–42]. Further, design principles observed in 
nature composites were translated into fabrication of synthetic composites for a 
range of applications using lithography [43–45], templating [46], and other strate-
gies replicating biomineralization [47–50]. These attempts, though very successfull, 
are not technologically viable to become major industrial fabrication technologies, 
since they are able to yield only rather small objects. Unfortunately, there is also 
no generally accepted model applicable to prediction of mechanical response of the 
hierarchical composites [51].

Alunima micro and laponite nanoplatelet-shaped filler particles were used to pro-
duce hierarechical reinforcement in polyurethane matrix [52]. Introducing 5 vol.% of 
laponite and 27 vol.% of alumina platelets was optimal, resulting in 7-fold increase 
in strength and 29-fold increase in stiffness of the hierarchical composite compared 
to neat polyurethane (PUR) matrix. Placing the laponite nanoplatelets in the hard 
segment blocks of PUR was a prerequisite allowing incorporation of large volume of 
alumina microplatelets. Strong bonding of the matrix polymer to the microplatelets 
was necessary to obtain the desired balance of toughness and stiffness. Tape casting 
was used to obtain well-aligned microplatelets in both thin film and bulk composites.

Recently, the use of CNTs in fabricating hierarchical FRCs for structural appli-
cations has been reviewed [53]. The additional length scale added into the CF com-
posites by adding CNTs was expected to obviate the common shortcomings of CF 
composites including poor compressive properties and resistance to delamination 
[54]. Weak fiber–matrix interface and inherently brittle nature of polymer matrices 
used in CF composites were identified as the most important factors causing the 
above shortcomings. Use of nanoscale fibers or fillers to enhance matrix fracture 
resistance and strength of the fiber–matrix interface by increasing the structural 
hierarchy has been investigated as an alternative to traditional approaches of matrix 
toughening, fiber sizing, and/or employing 3D fiber architecture. The main argument 
in using nanoscale additives to improve CF composite performance is scalability of 
the processes and their economical viability in addition to gaining additional proper-
ties and functions not present in traditional CF composites.

Technologies to integrate CNTs into traditional CF composites include infusion 
of a CNT-modified matrix into primary CF assembly [55,56], direct growth of CNTs 
via CVD [57,58] or their electrophoretic deposition [59,60] on the reinforcement 
fabric, direct placement of CNTs between CF fiber plies [61], grafting of CNTs onto 
CFs [59], and use of CNT-modified sizing [62,63].
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31.3  FEATURES OF NANOCOMPOSITES RELEVANT TO 
HIERARCHICAL COMPOSITES

Interest in the basic study of nanostructured composite materials arose out of rec-
ognition that as discrete volumes within the constituent phases approach molecular 
dimensions, the morphology of the constituent phases and the intrinsic properties 
of the structural material become dependent upon constituent size, shape, and local 
and global spatial packing. The understanding of the origin of the observed large 
property changes and effectivity of functions remains in its infancy, partly due to 
the nonexistence of generally accepted molecular model of polymer nanocomposites 
and partly by the lack of reliable experimental data [19,20]. In addition to detailed 
knowledge of the molecular structure of the polymer matrix, the development of a 
suitable theory also requires a sufficient description of NP dispersion, SA phenom-
ena, particle–chain interactions, and effects related to the kinetics of nanocomposite 
preparation processes [64].

It is accepted that evidence suggests that the long-time chain dynamics may be 
more or as affected as the short-time dynamics in some nanocomposites. In these 
cases, the particles may serve to lock entanglements in or to stabilize them, espe-
cially, when the chain–particle interactions are weak. The nanoparticles can polarize 
the structure of the polymeric medium to which they are added, altering the molecular 
packing and dynamics near the particle, which can indirectly change the packing and 
dynamics far away from the particle. It has been shown that the spatial distribution 
of trapped entanglements is related to the spatial distribution of interparticle spacing 
shorter than the average entanglement length [65,66] and, thus, should be related to 
the particle size distribution and uniformity of particle dispersion. In contrary to the 
continuum mechanics approach, it has also been shown that the extent of stiffened 
chains due to interaction with nanoparticles scales with the matrix–filler interface 
area being inversely proportional to particle diameter for a given vf. It is generally 
agreed that a key element of the overall response of the macroscopic solid made of 
polymer nanocomposite is associated with how and to which extent the local chain 
dynamics is affected by the strength and extent of interactions between chain seg-
ments and large specific surface area particles of varying surface chemistry and how 
this local response is “averaged” over the structurally heterogeneous nanocomposite 
volume into measured properties of mesoscale continuum specimens.

State-of-the-art polymer materials are often made by adding purpose-specific 
NPs into a polymer matrix. NPs strongly affect the ordering and relaxation dynamics 
of the surrounding polymeric matrix on the segment scale level, producing extensive 
changes of mechanical and physical properties on much larger macroscale [67]. The 
dispersion of NPs in a polymer matrix is known to play a critical role in nanocom-
posite mechanics [68,69]. In addition to preparation protocol, the state of dispersion 
is affected by a number of factors, including but not limited to NP shape, loading, 
NP–NP interactions, NP–chain interactions, and matrix chain structure. A key obsta-
cle in advancement of nanostructured materials lies in our inability to directly control 
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the structure formation at multiple hierarchically arranged length scales at reason-
ably short assembly period. Synthesis of novel NSBBs with structurally encoded 
hierarchical assembly principles and their utilization in assembly of structurally and 
functionally hierarchical composites can provide the core knowledge for the desired 
bottom-up material design and manufacturing paradigm. External field directed SA 
of surface decorated precisely defined NSBBs represents means for obtaining pre-
cisely controlled spatial arrangements of functional NPs.

The understanding of the basic physical relationships between nanoscale struc-
tural variables and the macroscale properties of polymer nanocomposites remains in 
its infancy. The primary objective of this paragraph is to ascertain the state of the art 
regarding the understanding and prediction of the macroscale properties of polymers 
reinforced with nanometer-sized solid inclusions over a wide temperature range. We 
emphasize that the addition of nanoparticles with large specific surface area to poly-
mer matrices leads to amplification of a number of rather distinct molecular pro-
cesses resulting from interactions between chains and solid surfaces. This results in 
a “nonclassical” response of these systems to mechanical excitations when measured 
on the macroscale. For example, nanoparticles are expected to be particularly effec-
tive at modifying the intrinsic nanoscale dynamic heterogeneity of polymeric glass 
formation and, correspondingly, recent simulations indicate that both the strength 
of particle interaction with the polymer matrix and the particle concentration can 
substantially influence the dynamic fragility of polymer glass formation, a measure 
of the strength of the temperature dependence of the viscosity or structural relaxa-
tion time. Another basic characteristic of nanoparticles in polymer matrices is the 
tendency for the particles to associate into extended structures that can dominate the 
rheological, viscoelastic, and mechanical properties of the nanocomposite so that 
thermodynamic factors that effect nanoparticle dispersion can be crucially important.

The state of the dispersion of NPs in the polymeric matrix often has a large impact on 
the properties of polymeric materials. Unfortunately, it often has proven difficult to form 
uniform and stable dispersions of NPs in polymer matrices resulting in large variations 
in properties for systems of the same composition prepared using different techniques. 
Additionally, the NPs geometry such as plate or sheetlike particles, nanotubes, or poly-
hedral nanoparticles can also have a large impact on property changes, since it can affect 
both surface energetics and surface to volume ratio. The possible underlying mechanisms 
for nanoparticle clustering were investigated, considering the roles played by phase sepa-
ration, as well as SA that may occur before, or in lieu of phase separation. In addition, the 
way, in which the state of NPs clustering and the NPs shape both affect material proper-
ties important for applications and processing, was discussed [70,71].

There has been considerable interest in utilizing particle SA as a “bottom-up” route 
to new material assembly. Such particle SA is of interest because it might, for exam-
ple, allow us to construct improved polymer nanocomposites with “dialed-in” proper-
ties. Specifically, the ability to assemble particles into desired morphologies should 
allow us to dramatically increase the electrical conductivity of typically insulating 
polymers. Similarly, this ability to control particle SA might permit us to synthesize 
a range of bioinspired materials. As an illustrative example, we point to biomimetic 
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systems where spherical nanoparticles of hydroxyapatite (HA) are used to create tooth 
enamel and bone mimics. In the former case, it is conjectured that the HA particles are 
organized by the biological systems into “lines.” These “lines” are then stabilized by 
a matrix, which subsequently hardens and “freezes” in this organization. In contrast, 
bone has a uniform dispersion of HA particles in the matrix. Our unique ability to con-
trol nanoparticle organization might thus allow us to build such bioinspired systems for 
an entirely new range of synthetic applications. It has also been shown that structural 
proteins such as collagen can undergo SA process resembling first-order thermody-
namic transitions in forming microfibrils which controls to a great extent the minerali-
zation process to form basic building blocks of bones.

Important structural characteristics of the nanoscale reinforcement include more 
detailed description of the chemical texture of the surface, information regarding the 
local curvature of the particles in relation to the chain stiffness, and their specific 
surface area. Latest theoretical modeling suggests that the spatial and time distribu-
tions of interparticle distances in real nanocomposite systems with randomly packed 
particles are of crucial importance for the experimentally observed enormous chain 
stiffening [72]. For spherical reinforcement, more detail regarding the radial size dis-
tribution is important for refined predictive model development. Thus, more appro-
priate descriptors of the specific surface area, distribution of surface curvature, and 
radial distribution of the filler particles are important, since the scale of the response 
is correlated to the scale of the local perturbation caused by the nanoparticles. 
Similarly, for anisotropic particles, more detailed descriptors are necessary includ-
ing information about spatial and time distribution of particle orientation. It was also 
agreed that multiscale descriptions and characterizations at a range of length scales 
are still needed so that each can be modeled with appropriate governing physics. On 
a contrary note, it was generally acknowledged that the stiffness and strength of the 
reinforcing nanoparticles is secondary when considering the bulk mechanical, rheo-
logical, and physical properties of this class of nanocomposites. More critical char-
acteristics are associated with the polymer behavior in the interphase region which 
prevails over the bulk at very low nanoparticle content even in the case of spherical 
particles [69]. Needless to point out that the traditional meaning of the interphase 
as a continuum layer existing between the particle surface and some distance in the 
polymer bulk becomes no longer valid at the nanoscale. Experiments as well as theo-
retical simulations suggest that the “thickness of interphase” does not scale with 
particle size, as often proposed [73]. In a simple case of regular cubic lattice of 
monodisperse spheres, the average interparticle distance reaches particle diameter 
D for about 7 vol.% of the filler, while for random packing of the same spheres, this 
limit is reached at 2.6 vol.% of the filler. For spherical particles with D = 10 nm and 
common amorphous polymer with radius of gyration Rg equal to about 5 nm, at this 
volume content, all the chains are in contact with particle surface and there is no 
bulk polymer. Moreover, interphase layer is usually described as a layer with proper-
ties distinct from both filler and the polymer bulk or with a property gradient. Such 
a description is no longer valid at the length scale of a single macromolecule and 
becomes even more complicated in the case of entangled chains.
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31.3.1  INTERFACE/INTERPHASE AT NANO- AND  
MICRO LENGTH SCALE

In FRCs, exhibiting heterogeneous structure at multiple length scales, the interphase 
phenomena at various length scales were shown to be of pivotal importance for the 
control of the performance and reliability of such structures [68]. Various models 
based on continuum mechanics were used to describe effects of the macro- and 
mesoscale interphase on the mechanical response of laminates and large FRC parts, 
satisfactorily. At the microscale, the interphase is considered a 3D continuum with 
ascribed average properties. Number of continuum mechanics models was derived 
over the last 50 years to describe the stress transfer between matrix and individual 
fiber with realtively good success. In these models, the interphase was characterized 
by some average shear strength, τa, and elastic modulus, Ea. On the other hand, mod-
els for transforming the properties of the microscale interphase around individual 
fiber into the mechanical response of macroscopic multifiber composite have not 
been generally successful. The anisotropy of these composite structures is the main 
reason causing the failure of these models. The strong thickness dependence of the 
elastic modulus of the microscale interphase suggested presence of its underlying 
substructure.

On the nanoscale, the discrete molecular structure of the polymer has to be con-
sidered. The term interphase, originally introduced for continuum matter, has to be 
redefined to include the discrete nature of the matter at this length scale. The seg-
mental immobilization resulting in retarded reptation of chains caused by interac-
tions with solid surface seems to be the primary phenomenon which can be used to 
redefine term interphase on the nanoscale. Thus, the reptation model and a simple 
percolation model were used to describe immobilization of chains near solid nano-
particles and to explain the peculiarities in the viscoleastic response of nanoscale 
“interphase.” It has also been shown that below 5 nm, Bernoulli–Euler continuum 
elasticity becomes not valid and higher order elasticity along with the proposed rep-
tation dynamics approach can provide suitable means for bridging the gap in mod-
eling the transition between the mechanics of continuum matter at the microscale and 
mechanics of discrete matter at the nanoscale.

The role of the nanoscale “interphase” to control the performance and reliability 
of the FRC parts has to be considered from two perspectives: (i) low vf nanocom-
posites (vf < 0.05) and (ii) high vf nanocomposites (vf > 0.85). The (i) represents the 
direction to preparing new nanostructured advanced matrices while the (ii) leads to 
designing new nanostructured advanced reinforcements. With few exceptions, most 
of the published literature on the synthetic nanocomposites deals with the low vf 
nanocomposites, while, on the other hand, most of the literature published on high 
vf nanocomposites is related to the mechanics of biocomposites such as bones, teeth, 
and shells.

Most of the experimental evidence related to the interphase in the low vf nano-
composites were obtained at temperatures below the polymer Tg using mesoscale 
test specimens. Assuming the chain immobilization to be the primary reinforcing 
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mechanism on the nanoscale, spatial distribution of the conformation entropy within 
the polymer phase is of primary importance. Hence, experimental data for nano-
composites above the matrix Tg has to be considered. Sternstein and Zhu [73] pub-
lished interpretation of the viscoelastic response of rubbery nanocomposite above the 
matrix Tg, i.e., the Payne effect. Kalfus and Jancar [74–76] analyzed the viscoelastic 
response of polyvinylacetate filled with nanosized HA over the temperature range 
from −40°C to +120°C and observed strain softening similar to the Payne effect. 
The modulus recovery experiments allowed to determine the terminal relaxation time 
of reptation motion of bulk and surface immobilized chains, supporting the hypoth-
esis that there is no “interphase” per se when nanoscale is considered. In order to 
bridge the gap between the continuum interphase on the microscale and the discrete 
molecular structure of the matrix consisting of freely reptating chains in the bulk and 
retarded reptating chains in contact with the inclusions, higher order elasticity com-
bined with a suitable molecular dynamics model could be utilized.

It was demonstrated that the large specific surface area of the nanosized filler is 
capable of immobilizing large amount of entanglements causing the steep increase 
of E´ with small addition of nanoparticles [77]. This observation seemed to confirm 
the purely entropic character of the reinforcement mechanism on the nanoscale. All 
the data published support the dominant role of the chain immobilization as the main 
reinforcing mechanism.

In the light of the existing experimental evidence, it seems that the term “inter-
phase” defined as a continuum phase of limited extent loses its physical meaning 
when considering true nanocomposites. Due to 2 orders of magnitude greater spe-
cific surface area of the true nanofillers, almost all the polymer chains are in contact 
[75] with the surface at very low filler loadings above 2 vol.%. In addition, continuum 
mechanics has only limited validity at this length scale and the discrete molecu-
lar structure prevails resulting in strong effect of nonlocal character of viscoelastic 
response of the nanocomposite matrix.

The interphases in high vf nanocomposites were studied using the abalone shells 
[78]. These shells represent a laminated sheet-reinforced composite with over 
95 vol.% of aligned 500 nm thin aragonite sheets embedded in a protein matrix in 
apparently mesh-like fibrillar form. In the work of Hansma et al. [79,80], the model 
of sacrificial bonds has been proposed to explain the observed high fracture resist-
ance of nacreous composites. It has been shown that the hypothesis of the sacrificial 
bonds can also be used to simulate deformation response of lightly cross-linked long 
flexible chain network polymer fibril. In order to apply the model to the behavior 
of an ensemble of chains in the vicinity of rigid weakly attractive nanometer-sized 
inclusion, the immobilization phenomenon has to be investigated as the source of 
the drastic change in the viscoelastic behavior of polymers with addition of small 
amount of nanoscale inclusions.

Reducing the size of rigid inclusions from micro- to nanoscale is accompanied by 
2–3 orders of magnitude increase in the internal contact area between the chains and 
the inclusions. Moreover, above 2 vol.% nanoparticle content, the average interparti-
cle distance is reduced below radius of gyration, Rg, of the chains. Hence, the chains 
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in contact with the solid surface possess reduced segmental mobility at tempera-
tures T ≥ Tg. Below Tg, main chain segmental mobility is frozen and only secondary 
low temperature side chain mobility can be affected. In addition, the conformation 
statistics of chains near solid surface can be altered from Gaussian random coil to 
Langevin coil above Tg and this phenomenon can be transformed into the behavior of 
immobilized chains also upon solidification below Tg.

In order to characterize the reduction in chain mobility in an entangled melt quan-
titatively, one can use the characteristic reptation relaxation time, τrep, introduced by 
deGennes [81]. The τrep is given for an entangled chain as
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where ζ0 is monomer friction coefficient, b is length of the statistical segment, kB is 
the Boltzmann constant, T is absolute temperature, and Me is number of monomer 
units per one entanglement strand.

In the case of a chain interacting with a filler surface and entangled with neigh-
boring chains, the question of primary importance is how to establish a connection 
between the static conformation structure and the chain dynamics. In spite of certain 
intramolecular order, the chain in a melt can be considered a random Gaussian coil. If 
such a chain approaches a solid surface, its conformation transfers to the train-loop-tail 
structure and the chain conformational entropy as well as the chain internal energy can 
alter very substantially depending on the surface–polymer interaction energy, efp, under 
given conditions. Assuming the chain friction coefficient, ζc, in the form:
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where ζa is the friction coefficient of an adsorbed monomer unit and the number of 
monomer units in trains is Na = N1/2 for the weakly interacting surface, the terminal 
relaxation time is in the form:
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Kalfus and Jancar [75] extended the use the above Rubinstein model [82] to 
describe the reptation time of a linear chain weakly interacting with nanofiller surface.

Friction coefficient, ζa, is very difficult to measure and it is known just for the 
system silica-polystyrene at 153°C. Estimation of the ζa was based on the theoretical 
analysis given by Lin [83]. Thus, one can establish a relation for the reptation time of 
a surface adsorbed chain as follows:
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In the case that Na = N1/2, the reptation time takes the form:
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To describe the change in reptation dynamics of the chains as a function of 
nanoparticle volume fraction, percolation model was used [75]. At the percolation 
threshold, physical network formed by interconnection of immobilized chains on 
individual nanoparticles penetrates the entire sample volume. In this case, only phys-
ical “cross-links” are considered and the terminal relaxation time reaches the value 
characteristic for the lifetime of the physical filler–polymer bond. Thus, the relaxa-
tion time near the percolation threshold is expressed in the form [75]:
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(31.8)

where veff
∗  is critical effective filler volume fraction (veff

∗  =  0.04 for PVAc-HAP at 
90°C) and b is the percolation exponent (b = 4 for the same system). The veff

∗  is a 
sum of the filler volume fraction and the volume fraction of immobilized chains and 
was equal to 0.04 for PVAc-HAP nanocomposites at 90°C. To simplify the percola-
tion, random clustering of effective hard spheres was considered only in the way 
similar to that originally outlined by Jancar et al. [84] for microscale composites. 
Percolation threshold at approximately 2 m2 of the filler–polymer contact area per 
1 g of the composite was found in PVAc-HA nanocomposite system. All the chains 
were immobilized at the internal contact area of 42 m2 per 1 g of the nanocomposite.

31.3.2 REINFORCING MECHANISMS AT MULTIPLE LENGTH SCALES
The reinforcing mechanism in particle-filled polymers consists of three main contri-
butions. The first one, related to replacing portion of low stiffness polymer with more 
rigid particles, is size independent. The second one consisting of stress transfer into 
nonspherical particles due to shear stress developed at the particle–matrix interface, 
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and the third related to chain stiffening due to dynamical and packing restriction at 
the segment scale are strongly related to the particle size. Contribution from particle– 
particle interactions has also been proposed to explain viscoelastic behavior of rubbers 
[85] and deformation response of polymer nanocomposites [86]. At low temperatures  
or short times, the low conformational entropy state of matrix chains leads to the 
phenomenon that amorphous nanocomposite behaves as two-phase particle-polymer 
system with reinforcement, which is in good agreement with micromechanics mod-
els [87]. Thus, in nanofilled glass polymers the reinforcement is primarily given by 
the mechanical contributions. Molecular stiffening contribution becomes pivotal 
importance at longer times or higher temperatures. No generally accepted model 
exists to predict this effect in a satisfactory manner.

Recently, attempts have been made to understand molecular mechanisms lead-
ing to significant increase of elastic modulus with the nanofiller content above Tg of 
matrix. A very general approach has been proposed by Riggleman et al. [88] attribut-
ing the observed steep increase in elastic modulus to alternation of the spatial dis-
tribution of chain relaxation times and changes in the chain packing near attractive 
or repulsive particles. In a more practical model, Zhu and Sternstein [89] have intro-
duced the model of trapped entanglements to describe the steep increase of elastic 
moduli of PVAc with the content of silica nanoparticles and to explain the Payne 
effect in rubbery nanocomposites. The Riggleman model assumes implicitly the ran-
dom distribution of the antiplasticizer molecules, however, the spacing between them 
is not explicitly described. On the other hand, Sternstein model considered effect of 
interparticle spacing, however, only in the simple case of cubic particle packing.

It was found that for random packing, a significant portion of interparticle dis-
tances is shorter compared to the cubic packing and, at the same time, shorter than 
the chain length necessary to form entanglements. Thus, in the framework of the 
Sternstein model, the random particle packing is an essential for enhancing chain 
incremental stiffness due to strong chain confinement via interaction with filler sur-
faces at much smaller filler content than predicted using uniform particle spacing.

In order to understand and predict mechanical behavior of polymer nanocom-
posites, the proposed models have to be able to relate highly localized nanoscale 
structural information to the behavior observed on the mesoscale. Such models are 
based on an assumption that the mechanical response of the system can be consid-
ered localized and that the system is ergodic, thus, the common homogenization 
procedures are applicable. This approach has been highly successful for predicting 
behavior of crystals and slightly less successful in predicting behavior of polycrys-
tals. As shown by Maranganti and Sharma [90], polymers represent systems with 
highly nonlocal deformation behavior and, thus, traditional continuum mechanics 
cannot be used and higher order elasticity combined with molecular dynamics has 
been suggested as a reasonable framework to be used with amorphous solids. In addi-
tion, reducing the scale at which the structural information is considered below the 
critical representative volume element (RVE), the averaging of stresses and strains 
is no longer ergodic. This is even more complicated by the presence of heterogenei-
ties such as rigid nanoparticles causing drastic changes in dynamics and packing of 
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chains in their vicinity, and also chains further from their surface. As a result, struc-
ture–mechanical response relationships for a polymer nanocomposite in the glassy 
state cannot be completely understood without understanding effects occurring in the 
liquid state and during the solidification transition.

Macroscopic relaxation processes occurring on a molecular level play deci-
sive role in macroscopically measured viscoelastic manifestations of amorphous 
polymers. These molecular processes include, in hierarchical order, local vibration 
motion of monomer units, cooperative conformation transitions, and normal mode 
motions. Single bond cooperative conformation transitions are of pivotal importance 
for the homogenization of the chain conformation structure and, hence, for the onset 
of the glass transition. It has been shown by Boyd and Smith [91] that these confor-
mation transitions are mostly realized in form of sequences with various transition 
rates. Thus, one of the manifestations of local conformation dynamics is that bond 
sequences in form of waves of conformational transformation diffuse along a chain 
with rate depending on local packing effects.

As soon as the chain is conformationally ergodic, normal mode oscillations start 
to be responsible for the fluctuation of the chain end-to-end vector. This relaxation 
mechanism is significantly dependent on the length of chains considered. Hence, 
after the initial drop of time-dependent elastic moduli, G(t), within the mechani-
cal glass transition region G(t) adopts slope predicted by the Rouse model [92], 
G(t) ∝  t−1/2. It means that longer and longer “standing waves” of Rouse segments 
are involved in the relaxation process as time evolves. In long chain melts, this relax-
ation process is disturbed by topological constraint of entangled polymer chains. 
Enormous interpenetration of chains and its uncrossability leads to the phenomenon 
that chains can move by slipping over each other and not slipping through each other. 
Due to this constraint, certain effective chain lengths are responsible for appearance 
of entropy-driven elastic resistance persisting over time scale given primarily by the 
chain molecular weight. On very long-time scale, polymer chains move as if they 
were phantom—time dependence of the mean square center of mass displacement is 
scaled as g3 ∝ t1. This frame seems to be crucial for addressing the true mechanisms 
leading to the observed viscoelastic behavior of polymer nanocomposites because 
nanoparticles are able to alter drastically chain diffusive motion due to extensive 
filler–polymer interface area and causing local geometrical constraint with range 
comparable with chain dimensions.

Sternstein et al. [73,89] assumed that the average interparticle distance is com-
parable with the chain end-to-end distance even at low filler volume fractions, vf. 
Adsorption of chains onto nanoparticle surface leads to the creation of surface-
chain loops and interparticle bridges. These chain segments can be relatively short 
and their conformation statistics deviates from the Gaussian behavior significantly. 
Elasticity of non-Gaussian chains can be described using the Langevin function-
based theory of rubber elasticity. Moreover, these short chain segments are in a 
state that is more elongated than the chain end-to-end distance referred to as the 
reference state bias. Under given time scale of measurement, average lifetime of 
filler–polymer bonds is long enough so that the non-Gaussian chain segments can 
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behave in a way similar to chains between junctions in a chemical network. Such 
a system exhibits substantially greater stiffness compared to a long Gaussian chain 
network. From the arguments put forward above, the importance of the interparti-
cle spacing becomes obvious.

Sternstein’s theory of nanocomposite reinforcement is based on the Langevin 
rubber elasticity of finite chain segments situated at the filler–polymer interface. This 
theory considers elasticity, which takes only changes of conformation entropy upon 
chain loading into account. As the chain extension approaches its limit, correspond-
ing to r/Nb, the conformation entropy of a chain segment drops and the chain retrac-
tive force increases very rapidly. The retractive force can be then expressed as

 

f
k T

b
L r NbB= * ( / )

 

(31.9)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, L* is the inverse Langevin 
function, r is the chain end-to-end separation, N is number of monomer units, and b 
is the monomer unit length. The elasticity of short chain segments has to take into 
account the bond angle, which is under given conditions almost undeformable. This 
leads to the correction of the full extension of the vinyl-type  chains (like PE, PS or 
PVC) by a factor of 0.816 resulting in the maximum length of fully extended chain 
being equal to 0.816Nb instead of just Nb as in the case of freely jointed chain [93]. 
The retractive force, expressed by the Langevin function, is substantially greater than 
that obtained using Gaussian statistics for chains of finite size.

Even though the proposed model does not require a precise definition of the chain 
entanglement, it seems worth to provide rather broad definition of this term. In no 
instance, the chain entanglement considered here is simply a nod formed by two 
“shoe string” chains as often described in the literature. Regardless of the true mean-
ing of the term entanglement, it is obvious from numerous relaxation experiments 
that certain characteristic internal distance is typical for behavior of high molecular 
weight polymers above Tg. Such a distance represents some kind of constraint range 
for normal mode fluctuations of chain segments and can be approximated by a tube 
of diameter, dT. However, the space dT

3 is not occupied by one entanglement strand 
only, the cubed tube diameter involves approximately 15 other chain strands. Thus, 
for the purpose of the proposed model, the entanglement is considered a coopera-
tively moving group of chain segments changing in time and space. The interparticle 
spacing represents a constraint to the chain mobility principally very similar to the 
tube due to surrounding chains in neat polymer. Chain confined between nanopar-
ticles must reptate over the constraining surfaces during its relaxation. This process 
needs more energy in the presence of nanoparticles compared to the neat polymer. 
Thus, as vf increases, the effect of trapped entanglements increases at the expense of 
chain entanglements. Experimentally, one can observe rubbery plateau even in nano-
filled short chain melts and very long persisting rubbery plateau in long chain melts, 
where complete elasticity drop is beyond laboratory time scale.
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31.3.3 EFFECT OF PARTICLE DISPERSION
The state of agglomeration could be described by a pair correlation function [94] 

G(d):
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where N is the number of particles in the examination volume V, xm and xn denote the 
position vectors of the particles m and n, respectively, and δ is the Dirac delta func-
tion. It sums the probability for particles to be located in a certain center-to-center 
distance d, therefore regular structures result in peaks in G(d) but it is not a correla-
tion function in term of statistics [95].

Colloidal chemistry provides the well-established DVLO theory to describe the 
agglomeration-dispersion phenomena [96]. Colloidal particles agglomerate due to 
the van der Waals attraction if the Coulomb repulsion, which depends on the ionic 
strength of the suspension and on the surface charge, as quantified by zeta potential 
ζ, is not sufficiently strong to keep them dispersed. For sufficiently strong Coulomb 
repulsion, a primary energy minimum with an energy barrier exists which leads to 
kinetically controlled agglomeration. For an intermediate ionic strength and a high or 
intermediate zeta potential, the shallower secondary minimum becomes deeper than 
2 kBT and entraps particles in less stable secondary agglomerates, which stability is 
more sensitive to particle size than of the primary agglomerates.

In polymer nanocomposites, polymer scaffolds can serve three purposes: 
assembling nanoparticles into clusters, inducing ordering and anisotropic orienta-
tion, or acting as a functional element. Hooper and Schweizer [97,98] performed a 
computational PRISM study on hard spherical particles dissolved in an adsorbing 
homopolymer melt and predicted four categories of polymer-mediated nanoparticle 
organization: contact aggregation, steric stabilization, bridging formed by adsorption 
of more particles on a single chain, and “telebridging” where distinct adsorbed lay-
ers coexist with longer range bridging. All types of organization are schematically 
visualized in Figure 31.1.

Hooper and Schweizer found the interfacial polymer–particle strength at contact 
and spatial range of particles attraction to play a key role in determining the state 
of dispersion. A miscibility window for moderate polymer–particle interaction with 
two types of phase separation was pronounced. The contact aggregation is favored 
for low affinity between particles and polymer whereas bridging prevails in case 
of strong attraction. These results were experimentally confirmed by Anderson and 
Zukoski [99]. Moreover they reported a gelation for moderate particle interaction 
strength at higher filler loadings and concluded that the polymer adsorption in the 
bridged state is reversible and thus the polymer chains can change their configuration 
on the surface upon cooling.

Although Hooper and Schweizer predicted a closing and an eventual disappear-
ance of the miscibility window with increasing chain length due to the loss in the 
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polymer translational entropy, Anderson and Zukoski observed no evidence for such 
phenomenon. On the contrary, Patra and Singh [12] reported conservation of the dis-
persion state independent on particle–chain relative size, a suppression of the direct 
contact agglomeration for particles bigger than the polymer radius of gyration Rg and 
decreasing tendency in clustering with increasing chain length for particles smaller 
than Rg characterized by a sequential shift from string-like to branched and spherical 
clusters and a cluster dissolution based on their molecular dynamics simulation. The 
latter effect is obviously caused by polymer-induced repulsion forces which first lead 
to a loss in the particle–particle site preference and eventually completely inhibit the 
clustering.

According to the simulation, the phase behavior exhibits an entropy-driven lower 
critical solution temperature type of phase separation and an enthalpy-driven upper 
critical solution temperature type of phase separation with a miscibility window in-
between. Experimental results with three different states of organization were indeed 
reported by Stenhar et al. [11]. The dispersed state exhibits the highest entropy, fol-
lowed by the direct contact agglomeration state and the bridged state where both 
the particle configuration and the polymer confinement between particles contribute 
to the loss in entropy. The overall potential energy of nanocomposite is dominated 
by polymer–particle interaction energy and decreases with increasing interaction 
strength. Rahedi et al. [100] modeled a clustering of nanoparticles in polymer melt 
with strong short-ranged attractive and weak long-ranged repulsive forces and con-
cluded that such system exhibits a SA transition temperature at which most of the 
clusters from the low temperature highly clustered state extinguish and a high tem-
perature highly dispersed state is formed; however, the clusters are partially pre-
served at higher filler loadings.

FIGURE 31.1

Schematic visualization of predicted nanoparticle organization modes: (a) direct contact 
agglomeration, (b) dispersion, (c) bridging, and (d) telebridging [97].
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To comment on solvation effects, an appropriate physicochemical measure of 
solvent capabilities is indispensable. Compatibility between polymers and solvents 
is often described by Hansen’s total solubility parameter δ. The solubility parameter 
is defined as the square root of the cohesive energy density [101]:

 

δ =
∆E

V
vap

m

.

 

(31.11)

where ∆ Eνap is molar energy of vaporization and Vm denotes molar volume of the liq-
uid. Substances with a ∆ δ < 7 MPa0.5 are likely to be miscible, whereas immiscibility 
is probable with ∆ δ > 10 MPa0.5. Hansen separated this one-dimensional parameter 
into three types of partial solubility which originate from dispersion δd, polar δp, and 
hydrogen bond δh contribution:

 

δ δ δ δ2 2 2 2= + +d p h

 

(31.12)

In solution, the nanoparticle affinity to polymer must exceed the nanoparticle 
affinity to solvent for an assembly to occur. Dissolution of nanocomposite induces 
a dilution of polymer segments and a reduction in repulsive interactions between 
particles; however, Kim and Zukoski [102] reported that miscibility is not directly 
tied to solvent quality. At laboratory temperature, particles of a PEG-silica nanocom-
posite experienced higher repulsive forces in water (good solvent conditions) than 
in ethanol (near theta-solvent conditions) but at elevated temperature, water (near 
theta-solvent conditions) segregated to the surface and polymer to the bulk due to the 
reduced particle repulsion whereas no change appeared in the ethanol (good solvent 
conditions) solution.

Kalra et al. [103] investigated an influence of shear on nanoparticle dispersion in 
polymer melts by a coarse-grained molecular dynamics study. They concluded that 
shear significantly affects the aggregation kinetics, whereas the equilibrium state of 
dispersion remains unchanged. They claimed that shear induces rupture-like defor-
mation and causes a nonmonotonic dependence of diffusivity on shear rate with a 
critical point at which the decreasing diffusivity turns into increasing with increasing 
shear rate. The minimum in diffusivity is suppressed for short chains but deepens 
and shifts to higher shear rates with increasing degree of polymerization. The diffu-
sion constant of small colloid particles with radius smaller than the polymer radius 
of gyration exceeded the prediction of the Stokes–Einstein equation and exhibited no 
dependence on polymer molecular weight.

Since nanoparticles are often dispersed in a matrix in thermodynamically non-
equilibrium state, a kinetic insight on aggregation phenomena would be more rel-
evant to practical applications; however, only little is known and further research in 
this field is necessary. Smaller particles experience faster diffusion and therefore also 
faster aggregation, on the other hand the aggregation rate becomes very slow below 
the glass transition temperature [104]. The potential of mean force (PMF) exhibits a 
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higher oscillation tendency and more energy wells separated by energy barriers with 
increasing polymer–particle interaction strength thus leading to an assumption that 
a formation of kinetic structures dominates the behavior of such systems. This is in 
agreement with the statement of Stenhar et al. [11] who claim that ionic interactions 
frequently lead to extended networks arising from kinetic entrapment.

While NP dispersion is believed to critically affect properties, it is not apparent 
that a single state of particle dispersion or organization should optimize any given 
macroscale properties. It was suggested [95,105,106] that there exist cross-property 
bounds between different transport properties of a macroscale composite. Using these 
bounds allows us to predict the secondary phase dispersion state that optimizes one 
or multiple properties of the composite. This immediately suggests that optimizing 
one versus two properties of a composite can require very different morphologies. 
While this idea is new and unproven in the field of PNCs, it suggests that the creation 
of multifunctional composites requires exquisite control over NP spatial distribu-
tion [107–109]. Making such connections between NP dispersion and organization 
with macroscale properties is then a crucial aspect that is only now beginning to be 
considered [35–38]. Since polymer chains and NPs are similar in size, competition 
may exist between NP and chain SA in the liquid phase affecting the evolution of the 
NPs spatial distribution upon solidification. In amorphous polymers, the supramo-
lecular structure established in the transition from equilibrium liquid to nonequilib-
rium glass is kinetically controlled. Hence, the preparation protocol is of paramount 
importance for the state of NP dispersion and PNC properties.

To simultaneously optimize more than one property of the composite superstruc-
ture requires that the constituent “phases” are connected in a multiply periodic fash-
ion [95]. This immediately suggests that optimizing one versus two properties of a 
composite can require very different morphologies. Understanding must be achieved 
of the fundamental links between NSBB syntheses, hierarchical structure SA, prop-
erties and functions at multiple length and time scales requiring interdisciplinary 
approach integrating concepts and techniques from engineering, material science, 
structural biology, chemistry, and physics. Possible algorithms capable of captur-
ing physically sound averaging procedures transforming the mechanical response of 
the variety of local nanoscale structures discrete in nature into the global response 
of macroscale continuum have not been discovered yet. Revealing the connections 
between NSBB dispersion and organization with macroscale properties is a cru-
cial aspect that will be quantified by developing suitable interdisciplinary theoreti-
cal framework. The development of such a new framework requires the design and 
execution of specifically designed experiments to provide simultaneously reliable 
structure and property data over many length and time scales not present in the cur-
rent literature. We believe that the discovery of the basic natural laws governing the 
SA of NSBBs in the polymer matrix is crucially important in developing responsive 
hierarchical polymer materials and technologies for their manufacturing.

The dispersion of NPs in a polymer matrix is known to play a critical role in 
nanocomposite mechanics. In addition to preparation protocol, the state of dispersion 
is affected by a number of factors, including but not limited to NP shape, loading, 
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NP–NP interactions, NP–chain interactions, matrix molecular structure, tempera-
ture, and external force fields. The state of NP assembly/dispersion in the polymer 
matrix is affected by its chain molecular weight, regularity and stiffness, NP shape 
and loading, NP–NP and NP–chain interactions the most [97,98]. The NP assemblies 
in a polymer can take the form of agglomerate, cluster, or a uniform distribution of 
individual NPs with random or regular spatial organization [98], resulting from a 
complicated interplay between enthalpy (agglomeration) and entropy (dispersion) in 
the liquid phase, the preparation protocol and kinetics of solidification. However, the 
possible underlying mechanisms for the NP spatial organization have not been dis-
covered, yet, and the kinetics of these processes remains a significant challenge for 
polymer physics. In order to obtain basic laws governing the multi length and time 
scale structure–property–function relationships in hierarchical composites, well-
controlled NP dispersion must be obtained. Discovering thermodynamic and kinetic 
parameters controlling SA of surface decorated, precisely defined NPs and relating 
them to the NSBB synthesis is fundamental for developing advanced technologies 
capable of fabricating large hierarchical composite superstructures. Understanding 
mechanisms and kinetics of SA of surface decorated precisely defined NPs repre-
sents means for obtaining precisely controlled spatial arrangements of NPs [110] 
under technologically viable conditions. No theoretical framework has been pub-
lished describing the laws governing multi length scale assembly of NSBBs or NPs 
into hierarchical superstructures.

It is a great challenge to fully understand dispersion and clustering of NPs in 
the PNCs through experimental techniques. Thus, equilibrium coarse-grained MD 
simulations of NP assembly in polymer melt/soulution were performed [111]. 
Hooper and Schweizer proposed four types of soft repulsion particle–particle poten-
tial field resulting in NP aggregation, bridging, steric stabilization, and telebridg-
ing. Increasing the NP volume fraction (vf) induced transition from highly bridged 
or sterically stabilized clusters to more diffuse liquid-like packing characterized by 
many body clustering. The model predicts that agglomerates form at weak interfa-
cial attractions, uniform dispersion occurs at intermediate chain–NP attraction and 
clustering is observed for strong interfacial attraction [112]. It was also shown that 
there are two types of clustering transitions, one due to thermodynamic response and 
the other due to dynamical response [113]. According to our knowledge, none of 
the results published so far reported on the morphology evolution during transition 
from equilibrium melt to the nonequilibrium glassy state, even though, most of the 
experimental observations were made using solid specimens [12,110]. In the case of 
modeling microparticle clustering in polymers with negligible amount of chains in 
contact with particle surface, the equilibrium models describe the structure and prop-
erties satisfactorily. The specific interface surface area (Sf) is indirectly proportional 
to the particle diameter, hence, as already shown, nonequilibrium state to which pol-
ymer vitrifies is not affected by microparticles significantly and remains the same as 
for the neat polymer. In PNCs, however, the large Sf alters packing and dynamics of a 
substantial portion of the chains, thus, the system is arriving at significantly different 
nonequilibrium state compared to the neat matrix vitrified under the same conditions 
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making the use of results of equlibrium MD simulations for interpreting behavior of 
supercooled nonergodic PNCs questionable.

The geometry of NP assemblies formed under the thermodynamic equilibrium 
is related to the single NP shape and surface energetics [110]. Inorganic NPs are 
typically immiscible with an organic phase resulting in a competition between NP 
SA and phase separation. To date, there have been several successful demonstrations 
of techniques that induce liquid state SA of NPs resulting in structures resembling 
chains and wires, hexagonally arranged particles, worm-like and labyrinth-like struc-
tures, precise clusters, nanowires, and onion-like vesicles, as well as aggregates with 
little or no order. Similarly, flow effects can also be used to assemble particles into 
anisotropic structures. At the same time, shear flow significantly slows down forma-
tion of NP rich domains and affect their structure [103].

Understanding how structure at nano- and microscales affects the mechanics 
and functions of hierarchical composites at macroscale is still in its infancy [67]. 
NPs alter the segmental packing near their surface and heterogeneity of spatial 
distribution of segmental mobility [114]. In an equilibrium melt, the NP–segment 
interaction energy affects the mobility at a distance up to three segment lengths 
from the surface. For weak attractive interactions, NPs in the clusters form a net-
work separated by polymer chains with a possibility for adsorption-induced vitrifi-
cation of chains inside the clusters [99,115]. The NP-induced segmental orientation 
and limited extensibility of chain bridges may greatly contribute to the nonclassical 
reinforcement observed in polymer nanocomposites [116]. Rigglemen et al. [117] 
showed that NPs can act as entanglement attractors, and thus trapping the chain’s 
primitive path at large deformations. The capacity of the clustered NPs to percolate 
the polymer bulk may greatly affect the large strain deformation behavior of these 
hierarchical superstructures.

The existence of thermodynamically phase-separated states is ubiquitous in mix-
tures. NP clustering via phase separation is particularly common if there are unfa-
vorable polymer–NP interactions, relative to the NP–NP interactions. Indeed, when 
polymer–NP interactions are highly unfavorable, there may be no thermodynamically 
stable NP dispersion. Here, we focus on situations where a stable dispersion is pos-
sible, and examine the NP clustering process. The state of dispersion is affected by a 
number of factors, including particle loading, interparticle interactions, and tempera-
ture. We have found that the specific heat can be a reliable metric to determine the state 
of dispersion, since specific heat is sensitive to energy fluctuations related to particle 
dispersion. Specifically, when particles are in a stable dispersion or clustered state, 
there are little fluctuations in energy, since the “phases” are highly stable. However, 
between the limiting assembled and dispersed states, particles can aggregate into small, 
short-lived clusters, resulting in large fluctuations energy, and hence large specific heat. 
To illustrate this, we plot specific heat as a function of temperature for several loading 
fractions and find a pronounced maximum at intermediate loading. The peak in specific 
heat defines the crossover between dispersed and assembled states, and the energy 
determines that the assembled state occurs at low temperature (also identifiable by 
visual inspection). If dispersion was to be analogous to the phase separation of a binary 
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mixture, we would expect that upp and cpp would exhibit a discontinuity, provided we 
do not follow a path through the critical point. Additionally, if the transition was first 
order, we would expect hysteresis in the vicinity of the transition. In a narrow region 
near the transition, our results would depend on which direction we approach the tran-
sition. This possibility was tested, and they found no evidence of hysteresis. These 
results suggest the transition is not first order [14].

If the crossover between clustered and dispersed states is not a simple phase transi-
tion, how can we characterize it? We use the specific heat data to calculate the “clustering 
diagram.” Specifically, for each, we define the approximate boundary temperature, T*, 
between clustered and dispersed states by the location or the peak of specific heat, cpp. 
The boundary is positively sloped, indicating that clustering occurs for large vf and low T. 
Comparing the behavior of the amplitude and location of the maximum of cpp provides us 
with further evidence against phase separation via a first-order transition. The decrease in 
the amplitude of the cpp peak with increasing vf is consistent with the predicted behavior 
for an associating system [14]. The model of equilibrium polymerization specifically 
predicts that the loci of specific heat maxima should shift location according to:

 v exp E kTf
crit ≈ −( )/ *  

(31.13)

The exponential temperature dependence derives from the Arrhenius tempera-
ture dependence of the rate constants describing the association and dissociation 
rate constants of the equilibrium particle association. These findings suggest that 
the clustering transition is controlled by the same mechanism as simple associating 
systems. This observation provides a framework for rationalizing the behavior of 
many nanoparticle systems, which should in turn aid in the control of dispersion and 
nanocomposite properties.

It is generally appreciated that highly asymmetric nanoparticles have the potential 
to be even more effective than spherical (or nearly spherical) nanoparticles in chang-
ing the properties of the polymer matrix to which they are added. In addition to the 
large enhancements in viscosity and shear modulus expected from continuum hydro-
dynamic and elasticity theories, extended nanoparticles can more easily form net-
work structures both through direct interaction between the nanoparticles, or through 
chain bridging between the nanoparticles, where a “bridging” chain is a chain in 
contact with at least two different nanoparticles. These noncontinuum mechanisms 
are believed to play a significant role in property enhancement in polymer nano-
composites compared to more “classically” behaving microcomposites. An increase 
in viscosity with increasing number of particles, N, is expected from basic polymer 
physics, since the chain friction coefficient increases with N. Interchain interactions 
and “entanglement” interactions enhance this rate of increase, since the friction coef-
ficient of each chain increases linearly with N. Computer simulations and experiments 
show that the origin of the increase must be more complex than simply increasing N.

We define a “bridging chain” as a chain that is simultaneously in contact with 
two or more nanoparticles. It was shown that the fraction of bridging chains, fB, 
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increases with increasing N for every chain length. Hence, the fraction of bridg-
ing chains seems to be a useful “order parameter” for characterizing the polymer–
nanoparticle interactions. If the polymer–nanoparticle interactions were sufficiently 
small, the bridging would not be expected to play significant role, and it is likely that 
the continuum hydrodynamic approach would be applicable. However, Sternstein 
and Zhu [73] and Kalfus and Jancar [75] have shown that for rubbery matrices, even 
in the case of weak NP–chain interaction, the chain stiffening can become enormous 
due to perturbation of entanglement mobility resulting in “trapped” entanglements.

31.4  TECHNOLOGIES FOR ASSEMBLING HIERARCHICAL 
COMPOSITE SUPERSTRUCTURES

The term additive manufacturing describes processes in which machine reads in 
the computer design and lays down successive layers of liquid or powder, and 
in this way builds up the 3D shape from a series of cross sections. These layers, 
which correspond to the virtual cross section from the computer model, are joined 
together or fused automatically to create the final shape. A number of competing 
technologies are available. They differ in the way layers are built to create parts, 
and the materials that can be used. Some methods use melting or softening mate-
rial to produce the layers, e.g., selective laser sintering (SLS) and fused deposition 
modeling (FDM), while others lay liquid materials that are cured with different 
technologies, e.g., stereolithography (SLA). The current resolution of 3D printing 
process is in tens of micrometers, since the state-of-the-art printers use droplets 
20–50 mm in diameter, although some technologies can produce layers as thin as 
16 mm. Horizontal resolution equal to that for standard laser printers. Ultra-small 
features can be fabricated by the 3D microfabrication technique of multiphoton 
photopolymerization. In this approach, the desired 3D object is traced out in a 
block of gel by a focused laser. The gel is cured to a solid only in the places where 
the laser beam was focused, because of the nonlinear nature of photoexcitation, 
and then the remaining gel is washed away. Feature sizes of under 100 nm are eas-
ily produced, as well as complex structures such as moving and interlocked parts.

The 3D printing technology was being studied for possible use in tissue engineer-
ing applications. Layers of living cells are deposited onto a gel medium or polysac-
charide matrix and slowly built up to form three-dimensional structures including 
vascular systems. It was shown that it is possible to use 3D printing techniques to 
create chemical compounds, including new ones [118]. They first concept printed 
chemical reaction vessels, then use the printer to squirt reactants into them as “chem-
ical inks” which then react producing new compounds to verify the validity of the 
process. Whilst most 3D printers are currently used for prototyping and in prepro-
duction mold making processes, the use of 3D printing to manufacture end-use parts 
is also now occurring as direct digital manufacturing (DDM).
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31.4.1 SELF-ASSEMBLY
Self-assembly (SA) in the classic sense can be defined as the spontaneous and revers-
ible organization of NSBBs into ordered structures by noncovalent interactions. SA 
is a type of process in which a disordered system of pre-existing components forms 
an organized structure or pattern as a consequence of specific, local interactions 
among the components themselves, without external direction. The spontaneity of 
this process is the key property. In other words, the desired nanostructure builds 
itself. The SA processes most often take place on the nanometer and micrometer 
scales. DNA, proteins, lipid membranes, and other biological structures represent 
the natural examples of such organization. Important examples of SA in materials 
science include the formation of molecular crystals, colloids, lipid bilayers, phase- 
separated polymers, and self-assembled monolayers. Recently, the three-dimensional 
macroporous structure was prepared via SA of diphenylalanine derivative under cry-
oconditions; the obtained material can find the application in the field of regenerative 
medicine or drug delivery system.

The self-assembled structure must have a higher order than the isolated compo-
nents, be it a shape or a particular task that the self-assembled entity may perform. 
Another distinctive feature of SA is that the building blocks are not only atoms and 
molecules, but span a wide range of nano- and mesoscopic structures, with differ-
ent chemical compositions, shapes, and functionalities. Recent examples of novel 
building blocks include polyhedra and patchy particles. These NSBBs can in turn 
be synthesized through conventional chemical routes or by other SA strategies such 
as directional entropic forces (DEFs). Self-assembling NSBBs adopt a structure at 
the thermodynamic minimum, finding the best combination of interactions between 
subunits but not forming covalent bonds between them. Another characteristic com-
mon to nearly all self-assembled systems is their thermodynamic stability. For SA to 
take place without intervention of external forces, the process must lead to a lower 
Gibbs free energy, thus self-assembled structures are thermodynamically more stable 
than the single, unassembled components. A direct consequence is the general ten-
dency of self-assembled structures to be relatively free of defects. Weak interactions 
and thermodynamic stability rationalize the adaptability to perturbations exerted by 
the external environment often found in self-assembled systems. Small fluctuations 
that alter thermodynamic variables can lead to marked changes in the structure and 
even compromise it, either during or after SA. The weak nature of interactions is 
responsible for the flexibility of the architecture and allows for rearrangements of 
the structure in the direction determined by thermodynamics. If fluctuations bring 
the thermodynamic variables back to the starting condition, the structure is likely 
to go back to its initial configuration. This leads the self-healing capability of self-
assembled structures, which is generally not observed in materials synthesized by 
other techniques.

From what we have written so far, it should be evident that SA is a process which 
is easily influenced by external parameters: if this can make synthesis more prob-
lematic due to the many free parameters that require control, on the other hand it has 
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the exciting advantage that a large variety of shapes and functions on many length 
scales can be obtained [119]. Generally speaking, the fundamental condition needed 
for NSBBs to self-assemble into an ordered structure is the simultaneous presence of 
long-range repulsive and short-range attractive forces [120,121]. By choosing pre-
cursors with suitable physicochemical properties, it is possible to exert a fine control 
on the formation processes that produce complex structures. Clearly, the most impor-
tant tool when it comes to designing a synthesis strategy for a composite structure 
is the knowledge of the chemistry of the building units. For example, it was demon-
strated that it was possible to use diblock copolymers with different block reactivities 
in order to selectively embed specific nanoparticles and generate periodic nanocom-
posite with potential use as waveguides [122].

The main advantage of materials with hierarchical morphology is the ability to 
perform specific functions at a given length and time scale and the possibility to 
custom tailor these materials according to requirements of any particular application. 
Synthesis of chains with prescribed backbone structure using advanced polymeriza-
tion of macromonomers represents one of the most promising directions in synthesis 
of polymers for engineering their assembly into desired supermolecular structures. 
Tethering of custom tailored polymers or oligomers onto surface of nanoparticles 
is considered the most efficient way to control nanoparticle SA allowing to obtain 
highly extended heterogeneous anizotropic superstructures even from spherical 
nanoparticles [110]. Transition from single structural scale heterogeneous materials, 
such as fibrous composites, to more sophisticated multiscale multifunctional hetero-
geneous materials with engineered interactions between the various structural levels 
similar to natural composites such as bones, cytoskeletons, shells, or wood, is just 
being considered. Ability to attach specific functions to particular structural scale 
can lead to the engineered control over the property and function development in 
the preparative stage mimicking the natural growth process synthetically. Research 
of the formation, stability, and properties of self-assembled nanostructured building 
blocks and the interactions between the various length scales in superstructures made 
of these blocks may prove decisive for future design of smart multifunctional hetero-
geneous polymeric materials for advanced engineering and biomedical applications.

Nanocomposites composed of BCPs and nanoparticles have attracted much 
attention because BCPs organize into diverse multiphase structures at various length 
scales with nanoscale periodicity and because of the recognition that the properties 
of even ordinary polymers can strongly benefit from the addition of nanoparticles 
[67]. It is believed that BCPs of various molecular structure represent the means 
to achieve control over the behavior of interfaces in the heterogeneous materials at 
the nanoscale and the SA creates possibility for the interscale signaling. Synthetic 
control over the BCP molecular structure allows developing superstructures in a 
prescribed manner. Novel heterogeneous polymeric materials prepared by copoly-
merizing and/or joining synthetic macromonomers or polymers with biopolymers 
or to form BCPs of organic and inorganic chains offer a promise to design materi-
als possessing unheard of balance of properties and functions. This could result in 
completely new class of materials with improved biocompatibility, easier recycling, 
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and improved thermal resistance allowing to use these materials at higher operating 
temperatures. Moreover, combining polymers of vastly different nature may result 
in formation of nanostructures with useful engineering properties and biomedical 
functions.

A recurrent problem in the blending of BCPs and nanoparticles is the propensity 
of nanoparticles to self-assemble into extended clusters that can greatly affect the 
BCP ordering morphology and the very nature of the BCP order–disorder transi-
tion (ODT). Thermal fluctuations in BCP materials characteristically drive the order-
ing phase transition order from second to first order by the well-known Brazovskii 
mechanism and there have been many observations of jumps in X-ray and neutron 
scattering intensity data at the ODT that signal this phenomenon. This phenomenon 
offers both technological problems and opportunities. An infinitesimal amount of 
disorder can destabilize the first-order phase transition by transforming into some 
“glass-like” state where ordering is so frustrated that only a highly rounded rem-
nant of the original phase transition then exists. It has been observed that the SA 
nanoparticles into extended structures can also serve as a template for the directed 
BCP assembly when the extended nanoparticle superstructures remain localized to 
the BCP microdomains, implying a synergistic interaction between the nanoparticle 
assembly and BCP ordering processes. These observations together suggest that the 
capacity of the clustered nanoparticles to span different BCP domains is important 
for disrupting the BCP ordering process. In this context, the suppression of the order-
ing process is a beneficial effect for polymer battery applications since crystalliza-
tion leads to a drop of conductivity and battery function. The effective manipulation 
of this type of BCP organization can be expected to have application in the organic 
photovoltaic field, fuel cells, and bottom-up SA based fabrication processes utilizing 
BCP materials as templates.

There has been considerable interest in utilizing particle SA as a “bottom-up” 
route to new material assembly [11]. Such particle SA is of interest because it might, 
for example, allow us to construct improved polymer nanocomposites with “dialed-
in” properties [14,123]. Our unique ability to control nanoparticle organization 
might, thus, allow us to build range of versatile bioinspired systems for an entirely 
new range of synthetic applications. It has also been shown that structural proteins 
such as collagen can undergo SA process resembling first-order thermodynamic tran-
sitions in forming microfibrils, which controls to a great extent the mineralization 
process to form basic building blocks of bones.

The extended nanoparticle structures can more easily form transient networks 
both through direct interaction between the nanoparticles or through chain bridging 
between the nanoparticles, where a “bridging” chain is a chain in contact with at least 
two different nanoparticles. These noncontinuum mechanisms are believed to play 
a significant role in property enhancement in polymer nanocomposites compared to 
more “classically” behaving microcomposites. The fraction of bridging chains seems 
to be a useful “order parameter” for characterizing the polymer–nanoparticle interac-
tions. If the polymer–nanoparticle interactions were sufficiently small, the bridging 
would not be expected to play significant role, however, we have shown that the 
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chain stiffening can become enormous due to perturbation of entanglement mobility 
due to random nanoparticle packing resulting in “trapped” entanglements [73].

It has been suggested by many previous workers that nanoparticle shapes and 
their mutual interactions as well as interactions with chains determine the super-
structures that they can assemble into [70,99,110]. The geometry of the assemblies 
is, thus, largely encoded at the level of a single nanoparticle. Similarly, flow effects 
can also be used to assemble particles into anisotropic structures [110]. Obtaining 
controlled dispersion of nanoparticles in polymer matrices is a significant challenge 
in achieving the dramatic property improvements promised by polymer nanocom-
posites [70]. However, it is often difficult to achieve this goal since inorganic parti-
cles are typically immiscible with an organic phase. One strategy to overcome this 
difficulty is to “shield” the particle surface by grafting it with the same chains at least 
partly miscible with the matrix polymer. While this approach for particle disper-
sion is successful in some cases, we find instead that the particles themselves can 
exhibit SA into highly anisotropic structures [110]. This process arises because the 
immiscible particle core and grafted polymer layer attempt to phase separate but 
are constrained by chain connectivity—this is evidently analogous to “microphase 
separation” in BCPs and other amphiphiles. Similar to these amphiphiles, these par-
ticles with a “polarizable” segmental cloud can self-assemble under a broad range of 
conditions into a variety of superstructures.

Drugs or diagnostic nanoparticles may be encapsulated, adsorbed, or dispersed 
in polymer nanostructures and the nanosize range of these delivery systems allows 
them to be injected directly into the systemic circulation without the risk of block-
ing blood vessels. Researchers have demonstrated that opsonization and subsequent 
recognition and phagocytosis by macrophages is strongly correlated with the size 
of the particle. Amphiphilic BCPs are able to form micelles, nanospheres, nanocap-
sules, and polymersomes [67]. The ability to conjugate biologically active ligands to 
the brush surface provides a further means for targeted therapy and imaging. Hence, 
polymersomes hold enormous potential as nanostructured biomaterials for future in 
vivo drug delivery and diagnostic imaging applications.

The fabrication of responsive/adaptive colloidal systems possessing quasi-
stable organization, which can be tuned by an external signal, is a strong stimulus 
for research of polymer brushes on nanoparticles [110]. These systems are capable 
of switching their interfacial interactions in response to external signals due to a 
reversible change in their surface chemical composition and conformation. Recently, 
synthesis and characterization techniques for nanoparticles have rapidly developed, 
indicating the importance of organizing these particles into various assemblies to 
obtain novel properties that may arise from their 2D and 3D arrangements. The 
surface functionalization of nanoparticles by grafting specific polymer chains is 
expected to play important role in the designing of novel organic/inorganic smart 
nanocomposite coatings [124] and mass storage media [125].

The efficiency of photovoltaic devices is often limited by the short diffusion 
range of photogenerated charge carriers and the size of the active region corresponds 
to the diffusion range of photogenerated charge carriers, typically 10–20 nm [67,90]. 
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Morphological differences, such as chain conformation or domain size, often over-
shadow the effect of charge transfer, so that device performance is not necessarily 
correlated with rapid decay times. It was found that the photoinduced electron trans-
fer from semiconducting polymers onto C60 is reversible, ultrafast with a quantum 
efficiency approaching unity, and metastable. Doping of polymeric systems with 
fullerenes to form bulk heterojunctions resulting from the extended interfaces leads to 
efficient dissociation of the charge pairs generated under sunlight. The size reduction 
of the acceptor domains led to a complete quenching of the radiative recombinations. 
A simultaneous increase of the photocurrents could be achieved by the dispersion 
and size optimization of the nanofillers. The strong influence of the molecular mor-
phology on the nanocomposite properties emphasizes the large improvements, which 
can still be gained on the performances of organic solar cells [67].

31.4.2 COMMANDED ASSEMBLY
While the self-assembling biocomposite systems rely on spontaneous organization 
of molecules and/or NPs, commanded/forced assembly (CA) approach used in state-
of-the-art additive manufacturing needs well-controlled external driving stimulus 
[126]. CA processes employ external driving force to build a structure and/or pre-
vent spontaneous structure disintegration. Another difference between SA and CA to 
material engineering is associated with the scale of the process. Commanded assem-
bly cannot be usually performed effectively on the submicron scale and therefore it 
usually restricted to structures above the micrometer size [126].

Present commercial printers are capable to print conventional thermoplastics (PA, 
ABS), ceramics, low melting point metals, waxes, photocurable resins, etc. Recent 
research in this area focuses especially onto the development of various special materi-
als for rapid prototyping and direct additive fabrication, such as graphene, electrically 
conductive composites, glass/HA powders, natural clay powders, calcium silicate 
ceramics, hydraulic setting Mg3(PO4)2 powders, lead alloys, and many other materials.

The conventional 3D material printing can be hardly considered forced assembly, 
forced shaping would be probably a more adequate term. However, several interest-
ing papers recently reported 3D printing of penetrating bi- or multimaterial objects 
with different levels of intermaterial mutual contact, which indeed exploit the forced 
assembly idea at the microlevel and manifest very interesting properties. A promi-
nent group of reports focuses on the direct fabrication of articles associated with the 
life science sector, namely biocompatible scaffolds with potential medicinal appli-
cation. Materials including poly(lactic acid)–HA composite, poly(lactic-co-glycolic 
acid) copolymer, hydroxyl-functionalized poly(e-caprolactone), or calcium phos-
phate have been successfully shaped into object of varying complexity, starting from 
simple cell aggregates, continuing through bone-like scaffolds and going up to aortic 
valves and biomimetic microvascular networks. The number of papers on nonbiolog-
ically targeted materials is rather scarcer, but yet several interesting outcomes have 
been reported, including cement and Al2O3 composites, Al2O3/CuO interpenetrating 
phase composite, negative index metamaterials for optical applications, and so on.
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31.5 NANOSCALE BUILDING BLOCKS
Understanding must be achieved of the fundamental links between NSBB syntheses, 
hierarchical structure SA, properties and functions at multiple length and time scales 
requiring interdisciplinary approach integrating concepts and techniques from engi-
neering, material science, structural biology, chemistry, and physics. Analysis of a 
broad range of hierarchical functional biomaterials and recent computer simulations 
demonstrated that the NSBBs’ architecture can be used to encode simple design 
rules resulting in a unique self-assembled superstructures. A prerequisite to exploit-
ing these NSBBs in assembly of functional composite hierarchies is to develop 
synthetic techniques to produce NSBBs and techniques that induce the NSBBs to 
self-assemble into target hierarchical structures in technologically plausible time 
scale. However, it is often difficult to achieve this goal since inorganic NPs are typi-
cally immiscible with an organic phase. One strategy to overcome this difficulty is 
to “shield” the NP surface by grafting it with the chains at least partly miscible with 
the matrix polymer. While this approach for NP dispersion is successful in some 
cases, it was found instead that the NPs themselves can exhibit SA into highly aniso-
tropic structures. NPs with a “polarizable” segmental cloud can self-assemble under 
a broad range of conditions into a variety of substructures. Grafting of single or 
multiple chains of varying molecular weight onto single NP with different particle 
shape and properties is one of the routes to multifunctional NSBBs with prescribed 
supermolecular architecture. Grafting multiple NPs onto BCP chain or chain assem-
bly, thus, forming extended nanoscale reinforcing elements or use NPs as temporary 
cross-links capable of joint recovery after breaking due to overloading has not been 
reported in the literature, yet.

31.5.1 SYNTHETIC NSBB PREPARATION
Group transfer polymerization (GTP), atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP), 
reversible addition-fragmentation chain transfer polymerization (RAFT), ring-open-
ing metathesis polymerization (ROMP) and ring-closing metathesis polymerization 
(RCM), acyclic diene metathesis (ADMET), and ring-expansion metathesis polym-
erization (REMP) are methods for synthesis of wide range of BCPs and functional 
macromonomers (FMMs) [127–129]. Utilizing these syntheses, polymers, interpen-
etrating polymer networks (IPNs), BCPs, and FMMs with controlled molar masses, 
well-defined macromolecular architectures, stereoregularity and small polydispersi-
ties can be prepared. ROMP is a superior method for making diblock and triblock 
BCPs. ADMET was used to prepare a series of “N-terminus” amino acid and peptide 
branched, chiral polyolefins termed bio-olefins. REMP can produce pure cyclic poly-
olefins containing a large quantity of double bonds in their main chain, providing 
a chemical handle for further modification, using methods like thiolene chemistry 
reducing oxygen inhibition, significantly. The thiolene chemistry can also produce 
polymer networks with delayed gelation, low levels of shrinkage, high conversions, 
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and uniform cross-linking densities, resulting in unique physical and mechanical 
properties [127].

It was shown that BCPs can organize into diverse multiphase structures at vari-
ous length scales with nanoscale periodicity and it was recognized that the proper-
ties of even BCPs prepared from ordinary comonomers can strongly benefit from 
the addition of suitable NPs [23,27,107,108,127–138]. Grafting of single or multiple 
chains of varying molecular structure onto single NP with different particle shape and 
properties (POSS, CNT, graphene, etc.) is one of the promising routes to functional 
NSBBs with prescribed supermolecular architecture. The surface-initiated ATRP 
technique had been successfully used for the growing of well-defined homopolymers 
[128], diblock copolymers [127], graft copolymers, star polymers, and hyperbranched 
polymers from various NPs. Novel NSBBs were synthetized in our laboratory using 
ATRP from single reactive site POSS surface allowing better control over the molec-
ular weight and molecular weight distribution of the target-grown PS and PMMA 
chains. Grafting multiple NPs onto precisely defined BCP chain or multiple chain 
assembly, thus, forming hybrid NSBBs or use NPs as temporary cross-links capa-
ble of joint recovery after breaking due to overloading has not been reported in the 
literature, yet. Assembly of 1D, 2D, and 3D supramolecular structures and interpen-
etrating networks (IPNs) with prescribed structure from NSBBs synthetized using 
advanced polymerization techniques represents one of the most promising directions 
in synthesis of polymers with desired supermolecular structure. Tethering of custom 
tailored BCPs or FMMs onto surface of NP, growing one or multiple chains from 
NP surface and grafting of multiple NPs along BCP chain are considered the most 
efficient in preparing hybrid NSBBs (HNSBBs) with encoded SA motives.

Amphiphilic BCPs have attracted a great deal of attention in terms of their abil-
ity to form various types of nanoparticles referred to as micelles, nanocapsules, 
nanospheres, core–shell nanoparticles, etc. [109,139–142]. BCP micelles are water 
soluble, biocompatible nanocontainers in the size of 10–100 nm, characterized by a 
core–shell architecture in which the core serves as a reservoir for the incorporation of 
poorly water soluble drugs, while the hydrophilic shell provides a protective interface 
between the core and the external medium. Synthesis and properties of amphiphilic 
BCPs that contain hydrophilic poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) have gained much atten-
tion due to their specific physicochemical and biological properties. Biodegradable 
hydrophobic polymers such as polylactide (PLA), poly(dl-lactic-co-glycolic acid) 
(PLGA), poly(ε-caprolactone), and trimethylenecarbonate have been used mostly for 
the core material (lipophilic domain) of micelle to encapsulate a variety of therapeu-
tic compounds. PLGA–PEG BCPs have shown usually quite microphase separation, 
crystallinity, and water solubility. These BCPs spontaneously assemble into a spheri-
cal micelle in aqueous environments. Drug release can be manipulated by choosing 
biodegradable polymers with different surface or bulk erosion rates, and external 
conditions such as pH and temperature changes may function as a switch to trigger 
drug release [142].

Grafting of single or multiple BCPs or FMMs onto single NP with different par-
ticle shape and properties (HAP, β-TCF, SiO2, POSS, SWCNT, NT, SLG, CNC, etc.) 
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is the most effective route to NSBBs with prescribed supermolecular architecture. 
Alternatively, NSBBs can be formed by growing chains from the single NP surface 
after anchoring a suitable catalyst on it, which will be more precise, however, much 
less effective. Grafting multiple NPs onto BCP is the process intended for forming 
extended “mineralized” reinforcing elements (1D strings, 2D sheets, 3D networks). 
This has not been achieved synthetically in a precisely controlled manner, yet.

Within the past decades, the sol–gel process has been widely used in the bottom-
up fabricating of novel organic–inorganic hybrid materials. In the case of composites, 
the goal is to carry out the sol–gel reaction in the presence of polymeric molecules 
and contain functional groups to improve their bonding to the inorganic phase [143]. 
This is a very useful novel reinforcement technique, which can generate reinforcing 
NPs within a polymer matrix. The sol–gel process surpasses the traditional blending 
method since it can subtly control the morphology or surface characteristics of the 
growing inorganic phase in the polymer matrix by control of these reaction param-
eters. Choice of base or acid catalyst controls both the process kinetics and the size 
of the resulting inorganic inclusions.

31.5.2 POSS-BASED NSBBS
POSSs [144] belong to a group of suitable inorganic NPs capable of forming inor-
ganic “core” of the hybrid inorganic “core”–organic “shell” NSBBs due to their 
regular structure engineered at molecular level and controlled by their synthesis. 
It seems worthwhile to illustrate the strategies for synthetizing NSBBs using these 
well-defined systems. POSS substances form a diverse family of hybrid NPs with 
empirical formula RSiO1,5, where R refers to an organic chemical moiety or hydro-
gen. POSS systems are known to exhibit different structures including random struc-
ture, ladder structure, cage structures, and partial cage structure, as illustrated in 
Figure 31.2.

POSS particles consist of a silica core cage (SiO1,5)n with n  =  8, 10, 12 and 
external organic substituents, which could be represented by any chemical group 
known in organic chemistry. Different substituents could be present in one molecule, 
which results in huge number of available POSS variants. This variability together 
with the POSS well-defined structure compared to nanosilica attracts wide attention 
of scientists. Nowadays, more than 80 different POSS types including alkyls, ole-
fins, alcohols, esters, anhydrides, acids, amines, imides, epoxies, thiols, sulfonates, 
fluoroalkyls, silanols, and siloxides are commercially available [145–147].

31.5.3 POSS SYNTHESIS
In general, the classical synthetic approach involves a hydrolysis of trifunctional 
organo- or hydrosilanes [148]. Silsesquioxane (HSiO1,5)n represents the simplest 
member of the class and it could be employed as a precursor for variety of POSS-type 
preparation. It was first synthesized unintentionally by Müller and coworkers in 1959 
from trichlorosilane by hydrolysis with sulfuric acid. Frye and Collins developed a 
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FIGURE 31.2

Structures of silsesquioxan [144].

new process by hydrolysis of trimethoxysilane [149] and Agaskar [150] introduced a 
new method by hydrolysis of trichlorosilane in scarce-water conditions.

Three approaches were reported to synthesize mono- and multifunctional POSS. 
Cohydrolysis of monomers with different organic moieties (R and R’) leads to a mix-
ture of products with all possible R/R’ ratios, therefore further separation is necessary 
in order to receive pure substances. Various methods based on substitution reactions 
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with retention of the siloxane cage were described, e.g., hydrosilation of the basic 
hydrido-T8 unit. The last approach is commonly referred as a corner capping reaction 
which was first reported by Brown and Vogt [148] and further improved by Feher 
and Lichtenhan [93,151] and it is represented by a reaction of monomer with incom-
pletely condensed (T7) molecules; however, long reaction times and diversity limita-
tions are the major disadvantages of this technique. The methods of monofunctional 
POSS synthesis are schematically summarized in Figure 31.3, where Y represents a 
silane functional group.

31.5.4 POSS PROPERTIES
Polyhedral silsesquioxanes (POSS) unique properties origin in its hybrid organic–
inorganic structure and predominantly depend on its R substituents attached to the 
inorganic core [152–154] including its compatibility and solubility in solvents. 
POSS are mostly solid white powders and some are colorless liquids. The powder 
particles possess diameter typically between 1 and 100 microns; however, in solvents 
POSS forms entities ranging from 1–3 nm to micron-sized domains according to its 
compatibility with the specific solvent. POSS nanostructures can be considered as 
the smallest possible particles of silica; however, despite its common reference as 
molecular silica, POSS have lower densities (0.97–1.82 g/cm3 compared to 2.60 g/cm3  
of quartz) and are less abrasive with Mohs hardness of approximately 1.

Unlike many organic compounds, POSS are nonvolatile, odorless, and environ-
mentally friendly substances. Their acute oral toxicity belongs to the lowest category 
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FIGURE 31.3

Methods of monofunctional POSS synthesis: (a) cohydrolysis of different monomers, (b) 
substitution reaction, and (c) corner capping reaction.
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both in the European Union (LD50 ≤ 2000 mg/kg pursuant to the Regulation (EC) 
1272/2008) and in the United States (LD50 ≤ 5000 mg/kg pursuant to the Toxic 
Substances Control Act) regarding to the performed toxicity tests; however, results 
are not available for all types of POSS and further testing is being carried out.

31.5.5 POSS IN POLYMERS
POSS additives dedicated to polymeric materials are available on commercial scale. 
Hybrid Plastics’ manufacturing facility manages capacity in the hundreds of metric 
tons per year range. POSS substituents on their surface could be tailored to provide 
miscibility with most polymers without any further surface treatment; however, a 
fundamental description of nonequilibrium POSS nanoparticles’ SA and its influ-
ence on a polymeric matrix on the molecular scale remains a riddle. In addition, 
POSS could be physically blended in a polymeric matrix as common fillers by solu-
tion or melt blending or covalently bonded to a polymer chain through reactive func-
tional groups what consequents to several POSS/polymer architectures as shown in 
Figure 31.4.

Tuning the POSS substituents is a well-established method in tailoring the POSS/
polymer nanocomposite properties with close impact to miscibility and dispersion 
state of the nanoparticles. Blends with fully dispersed nanoparticles at a molecular 
scale as well as POSS domain formation of various sizes were reported [152–154] 
and the diversity is further pronounced by existence of both crystalline [155–157] 
and amorphous nature of the domains [158,159].

Kuo and Chang investigated an influence of hydrogen bonding on miscibility 
between POSS core and phenolic group on model compounds octaisobutyl-POSS 
and 2,4-dimethylphenol. The free energy of mixing two polymers ΔGm could be 
expressed by Flory–Huggins equation with Painter and Coleman supplement [158] 
which accounts the free energy of hydrogen bond formation contribution ΔGH:
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where ϕA and ϕB are volume fractions of the polymers, MA and MB are the corre-
sponding degrees of polymerization, and χAB denotes the interaction parameter. By 
employing the Coggeshall and Saier equation:
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where Ka is the equilibrium constant for the hydrogen bond association, CA and CB 
are the concentrations (in mol/L) and fm

OH is the fraction of free bond-donating group, 
which is built in the Painter–Coleman association model [158]. Kuo and Chang 
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estimated that Novalic type phenolic resin self-association equilibrium constant 
(52.3) exceeds the equilibrium constant of hydrogen bond formation between phe-
nolic OH group and POSS Si–O–Si group (38.7). Despite its positive contribution, 
the hydrogen bonding between POSS core and phenolic resin provides only partially 
miscible or immiscible mixtures and hydrogen bond accepting substituents are nec-
essary to enhance the POSS-phenolic miscibility.

31.5.6 NSBB SELF-ASSEMBLY
So far, mostly computer simulations were used to demonstrate that the resulting anisot-
ropy of the NSBBs’ shape can be used to encode simple design rules into the NSBBs 
supramolecular architecture that ultimately result in a unique self-assembled super-
structure. A prerequisite to exploiting these NSBBs is to develop synthetic techniques 
to produce NSBBs and techniques that induce the NSBBs to self-assemble into target 
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structures possessing the necessary properties or functionalities. Also here it can be 
found that inducing SA in NSBBs results in similar structures as mentioned already for 
NPs in section 31.3.3 [26]. The research in the area of mechanics of composites built 
using precisely designed synthetic NSBBs is still in its infancy, mostly due to synthetic 
difficulties. Moreover, no theoretical framework has been published describing the laws 
governing multi length scale assembly of NSBBs consisting of BCPs, supramolecular 
amphiphiles (SMAs), functionalized macromonomers (FMMs), hybrid block copoly-
mers (HBCPs), hybrid nanoparticle amphiphiles (HNPAs), or chain decorated NPs into 
hierarchical superstructures [70,110,127,128,159].

In computer simulations, surface functionalized NPs are typically represented 
as patchy particles, where patch represents certain chemical groups responsible for 
interactions. The most well-studied case is Janus particles [160] (JPs), named after 
roman god with two faces. JPs have two parts with different chemical properties, 
originally both parts had the same size, but lately also particles with asymmetric 
parts have started to be called Janus particles. Spherical symmetric JPs are able to 
form micelles and bilayers that can enclose themselves into a vesicle and a clear gas 
liquid coexistence region has been identified for these systems. Adding a charge to 
amphiphillic elipsoidal particles, more complex cluster structures can be obtained 
reflecting motifs related to the spatial distribution of the charge [161–166].

Nonsphericity of NPs adds additional parameter to explore and it has been shown 
that even simple repulsive rigid rods order upon increased density with riche phase 
diagram, which include nematic and smectic phases depending on the aspect ratio. 
Using more complicated shapes of polyhedra and faced spheres recent simulations 
demonstrated that nonspherical shape can support the SA and the facets give origin 
to entropic attraction in order of a few kT at intermediate densities (about 50%). The 
shape is also responsible for complex hierarchical SA of octapod structures investi-
gated by both simulations and experiment. Combination of asymmetric shape with 
a patch character can result in Janus cylinders and discs, which can form not only 
micelles and bilayers, but also well-defined fibrils of two to four particles in cross 
section and sandwich structures. When patch is distributed only at the end of cylin-
ders, “matchstick” aggregates were observed in well-defined multipods (dimers, star 
trimers, and star and tetragonal tetramers).

Naturally, self-assembling particles can have more interaction patches and such 
increased complexity leads to richer parameter space and morphologies to explore. 
Computer simulations have proven to be a useful tool in guiding experiments and 
pointing down important regions of the wide parameter space. Due to long-time 
scales necessary to see spontaneous assembly in the simulations the field is domi-
nated by coarse-grained models, which reduce the complexity of the problem by 
averaging out unimportant degrees of freedom. Such models keep important physical 
features and allow us to study reasonable size and time scales required for investi-
gation of equilibrium and/or kinetic properties of the system. Importantly, various 
chemical systems have been found in agreement with simulation findings including 
functionalized NPs, BCPs, dendrimers, and peptide coiled-coils similar to collagen 
triple helix [70,71]. This demonstrates that simulation results with coarse-grained 
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models can have various chemical realizations and as long as the model is describing 
the interactions accurately the self-assembled morphologies are the same.

For systems with more patches only few pioneering simulations has been carried 
out and those are focused on spherical NPs. Highly symmetric patch distribution may 
have different macroscopic phases including vapor, crystal, and liquid, where liquid 
phase can go to extremely low densities forming breached networks called empty 
liquids. Once the interaction sites are asymmetric, compact clusters of various sizes 
may occur. Moreover, kinetic study on these particles showed that bond distribution 
in each time frame of gelation can be related to equilibrium distribution at specific 
temperature. Therefore, the kinetic/aging process can be mapped on the cooling pro-
cess in the equilibrium phase diagram.

31.6 CONCLUSIONS
The main challenge for the research and engineering of functional composite struc-
tures is to develop novel material platforms by revealing combined physicochemi-
cal routes to precisely supermolecularly designed NSBBs with built-in stimuli 
responsiveness, to discover processes for quick bottom-up assembly of hierarchical 
composite superstructures utilizing SA of NSBBs into micrometer-sized substruc-
tures followed by their computer-aided multi length scale 3D forced assembly into 
mesoscopic superstructures with prescribed structural and functional hierarchy and 
mechanochemical inter length scale signaling. This research to be successful should 
combine efforts from synthetic chemists preparing desired NSBBs and reactions for 
quick setting of self-assembled submicrometer assemblies, polymer physicists to 
develop theories describing mechanisms and kinetics of NSBB SA in relation to 
their shape and functionality, materials and process engineers to develop multi length 
scale composite fabrication technologies. Novel experimental techniques providing 
reliable data on structure and properties at multiple length and time scales should be 
developed to obtain structural data, properties, and functions simultaneously, critical 
for holistic understanding of the structure–property–function relationships in poly-
mer composite materiome.

Further, novel theoretical models should be developed for quantitative relation-
ships between structural variables, nature and kinetics of the hierarchy formation, 
and the physicochemical properties and functions of hierarchical composite super-
structures. Obtaining theoretical description of the sequential assembly mechanisms 
providing structural and functional hierarchy of composite superstructures on vari-
ous dimensional and time scales including inter length scale signaling, obtaining 
quantitative structure–property–function relationships in the various substructures 
and development of procedures for engineering properties and functions of these 
materials in the process of their preparation is an imminent challenge. Algorithms 
for computer-aided 3D assembly of NSBBs into 3D microscopic superstructures 
with prescribed structural and functional hierarchy should be developed considering 
sequential combination of fast localized SA followed by fixing these structures with 
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quick formation of chemical and physical bonds. Understanding the processes of 
nano- and micro length scale hierarchical structure formation with forced assembly 
capable of producing macroscopic 3D structures is envisioned as the technologi-
cal paradigm of the twenty-first century fabrication of composite superstructures for 
both engineering and medical applications.
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